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Passage to Eden

for Pete and Judith Becker

...
just to let you know that the true gate
to paradise is on an island
in a small lake, some far northern place
protected by seven months of cold
and ice, then four more of mosquitoes,
black flies, armies of them. Wolves and bear
if you’re feeling brave. A few of us
know where it is, but we’re not telling.
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In Leech Country

Undulant swimmer, like a blue gem
reflecting sunlight, the leech snaked up
below my canvas hightops, stretching
into air toward what warmth of mine
it sensed down there in northern water,
black, un-iced only five months a year.
My indolent, citified veins must
smell sweeter than blood of moose or pike.
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Running Down from the Hills

I limped too close to night and too far
into that dry south CA valley
and came out on a high sweaty trail
I didn’t know. It took forever
on bad knees. Fog was blowing in cold
and I was hobbling down too slowly
when a mountain lion screamed somewhere
below me. I moved more quickly then.
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After Goya’s Dream

for Nicholas Delbanco

Have we become too comfortable
with those creatures rising from the night,
half-men flying in from the forest?
Have we celebrated their weirdness
and domesticated their terror?
Did we invent the beneficence
of owls, desire too desperately
the protection of the bright-eyed lynx?
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Pathetic Fallacies, Early May

If they could talk, I think the new leaves
of the Japanese lilac bushes
by the back window might say they’re pleased
to receive the rain this cold morning—
there are few things worse than a spring drought,
for lilacs, anyway—but when drops
hit a leaf, it springs back, recoiling
as if slapped often before, afraid.
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Not the Northwest Passage
for Phil Myers

...
just the white-footed mouse, delicate
and doe-eyed, only twenty-five grams
of unrelenting passion pushing
north, a few feet each generation,
through duff on the forest floor, old logs
or tunnels under deep snow, always
north, attacking the necessary
and impenetrable wall of cold?
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